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Abstract: Force plates are commonly used in tank testing to measure loads acting on the foundation
of a structure. These targeted measurements are overlaid by the hydrostatic and dynamic pressure
acting on the force plate induced by the waves and currents. This paper presents a dataset of
bottom force measurement with a six degree-of-freedom force plate (AMTI OR6-7 1000, surface area
0.464 m × 0.508 m) combined with synchronised measurements of surface elevation and current
velocity. The data cover wave frequencies between 0.2 to 0.7 Hz and wave directions between 0◦ and
180◦. These variations are provided for current speeds of 0 and 0.2 m/s and a variation of the current
in the absence of waves covering 0 to 0.45 m/s. The dataset can be utilised as a validation dataset for
models predicting bottom pressure based on free surface elevation. Additionally, the dataset provides
the wave- and current-induced load acting on the specific load cell at a fixed water depth of 2 m,
which can subsequently be removed to obtain the often-desired measurement of structural loads.

Dataset: https://doi.org/10.7488/ds/3120.

Dataset License: CC BY 4.0

Keywords: experimental investigation; validation; load cell; wave gauge; bottom pressure; tank
testing; wave current interaction; velocity measurement; free surface elevation

1. Introduction

To design safe and effective offshore structures and devices, it is vital to understand the
reaction forces induced by the ocean conditions that they must operate in. Numerical and
experimental techniques are often used in combination to estimate these loads and inform
design, whereas experiments are typically used for model validation. Experimental force
measurements help provide confidence in system design and are a crucial requirement for
a wide range of ocean and coastal engineering problems. For instance, force measurements
are used to quantify structural loading on breakwaters [1–3], as well as loading on complex
systems, such as remotely operated vehicles [4–7], offshore wind turbines [8–11], sediment
transport and bottom fluvial erosion [12,13] and tidal stream turbines (TSTs) [14–18]. To
obtain vector force measurements experimentally, force plates are typically used and are
integrated into the structure and/or foundation. Pressure sensors are also commonly
used, but these only provide measurements along a single axis and hence are of more
limited applicability.

For many experimental configurations, including experiments aimed at assessing
foundation loads, the loads acting on the force plate itself are not the targeted measurement.
In these circumstances, the desired structural forces are overlaid by those acting on the
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force plate, which are composed of a hydrostatic pressure component and a dynamic
pressure component induced by the velocity in the boundary layer [19]. Predictions
can be made to remove these components using, e.g., linear wave theory, but known
limitations (e.g., [20]) will introduce uncertainty in the process, and consequently, in
design. The dataset presented herein therefore aims to provide (i) a comprehensive set of
experiments to validate theoretical predictions of bottom pressure in wave, current, and
wave-current conditions, and (ii) a dataset for the direct removal of force plate-based loads
from measurements for the specific experiments described.

All experiments were carried out in the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility [16,21–23]
at the University of Edinburgh (Figure 1). This unique circular wave and current testing
tank has a diameter of 25 m and the upper water reservoir has a constant depth of 2 m.
168 wave makers are located around the circumference and can generate and absorb waves
from any direction. The tank also provides a current speed of up to 1.6 m/s from any
direction. Therefore, a second similar water volume is provided under the 1 m thick
floor construction (Figure 1b using the figures provided by Noble [24]). The water can be
accelerated by 28 flow-drive units to control flow velocity and direction for the main testing
area around the centre of the tank. As an input value for the current speed, the tank uses
direction as well as RPM (revolutions per minute) of the flow drive. Two large eddies are
forced on both sides to cover the expanding part of the circular tank to generate a straight
flow condition in the middle region of the tank (Figure 1b). The centre part of the floor can
be raised and allows the installation of equipment in the dry. The ability to generate both
waves and currents at arbitrary angles to each other is unique and provides a mechanism
to simulate the complex and realistic ocean conditions that structures must operate in.

Figure 1. Overview picture of the experimental set-up mounted on the gantry (a) and schematic overview of FloWave to
indicate the location of the force plate (FP) [24] (b).

The dataset provides simultaneous measurement from an array of wave gauges
capturing the free surface above a submerged force plate for a range of wave, current, and
combined wave-current conditions. Additional velocity measurements are provided with
an acoustic Doppler velocimeter. The investigated force plate was fully submerged with
a still water surface depth of 2 m and installed to be level with the floor (see Section 2.1
for more details). The force plate is typically used for the measurement of foundation
forces and moments for tidal stream turbines (TSTs), and has been installed for a range of
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experiments assessing current- [14,16] and wave-current [17,25,26]-induced loads on TSTs.
This dataset was collected as part of the “Accounting for Current in Wave Buoy Measurements
Project” [27–29], where the force plate was primarily used to measure the mooring line
loads experienced by a floating buoy in the presence of waves and currents. The presented
data represents the ‘empty tank’ (ET) tests without the buoy installed—designed to enable
removal of the force plate-based loads from the measurements for these specific tests. This
dataset also has specific applicability for tests undertaken in FloWave and/or with this
specific force plate, and has wider use as a validation dataset for the prediction of bottom
pressure in wave, current and combined wave-current conditions.

The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 provides a description
of the deployed instrumentation, along with the wave and current combinations used.
An additional analysis in Section 3 presents an example comparison of three different
measurement systems and focuses on the quality of the ADV measurement. A description
of the available data is presented in Section 4 and the full data set is available via Edinburgh
DataShare [30].

2. Experimental Set-Up
2.1. Instrumentation

The presented experimental investigation includes (a) velocity measurement with an
acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV), (b) an array of wave gauges (WG) to capture the free
surface elevation, as well as (c) the force and moment measurement conducted with the
force plate (FP) integrated in the tank floor.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the experimental set-up of the instrumentation. In
total, nine different WG were installed. Table 1 presents the location of the nine WG in
relation to the centre of the force plate with the subscript FP as well as the circular tank
(index T). The spacing between the WG1-5 are based on a Golomb ruler with the marks
of (11,9,4,1,0) and a base length of 1 m. WG4 is located above the centre of the FP, and
a further five WG are located along the x direction. As shown in Figure 2a, WG6 and
WG7 are installed with an yFP offset on both sides of the WG4 using the local coordinate
system with the origin at the FP. WG8 has the same yT distance from the origin as WG4 but
mirrored about the global tank xT-axis. The WG are calibrated with five points over a range
of ±0.1 m. This process ensured that the accuracy of the WG was less than 1 mm [31–33].

Figure 2. Details of the coordinate systems and arrangement of instrumentation with a focus on the locations of the wave
gauges (WG)—details provided in Table 1. Top view (a) and side view (b) from the gantry.

The main instrument for this investigation was a six degree-of-freedom (6-DoF) AMTI
OR6-7 (specification 1000) force plate [34]. This instrument has a maximum capacity of 500 N
in both horizontal directions, 1000 N for the vertical force measurement and applied moments
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of 10,000 Nm (Mx, My) and 5000 Nm (Mz). The manufacturer specifies the hysteresis as well
as the non-linearity of the force plate to be ±0.2% of full-scale output and also specifies a
cross-talk of less than 2% for all channels [34]. It has a top surface that measures 0.464 m by
0.508 m and a total thickness of close to 0.09 m. The latter is not relevant for this investigation,
as the FP was installed with a custom-made top plate (can be adapted to specific projects)
to ensure the top-face of the FP was in the same plane as the floor. Figure 3a shows the
dry installation made available by the raisable central part of the tank floor. A small gap
between the top plate of the FP and the surrounding floor ensures a good measurement of
the forces acting on the plate. The FP is rotated by 22.5◦ to the x-orientation of the tank,
which is necessitated by the available divisions of the floor surface. This angle is included
in the processing of the FP, and the reported values are based on the global tank coordinate
system (Figure 2). A cable connects the FP with the instrumentation on the gantry. It was
ensured that this cable was outside of the main investigation area and either sideways
or downstream of the waves (Figure 3b). The force plate was fully submerged, and after
allowing for temperature adaptation, all values were zeroed. Consequently, the measured
values are changes from the hydrostatic pressure. A constant water depth of 2 m was
maintained for all the tests.

Figure 3. Overview of installed force plate (FP)—installation while the floor is raised (a), current-only conditions (b) and a
top plan view including dimensions in relation to the tank centre (T). All lengths are in [mm] (c).

The primary comparison is intended to be made between the WG and the FP. The
current interacts with the waves by changing the wave kinematics, and, hence, knowledge
of the current is required. The ADV installed was a Nortek Vectrino Profiler, which
was operated in point measurement mode and provided the velocity vector in the main
components based on the tank coordinate system. The manufacturer specifies that the
accuracy of the instrument is 0.5% of the measured value ±1 mm/s [35]. The instrument
uses four beams, resulting in a redundant measurement, which provides two vertical
velocity components velz1 and velz2 in addition to the two horizontal velocity measurements
velx and vely which are parallel to the tank x and y axes, respectively. Both vertical
velocity values should be identical, which enables quality control of the overall velocity
measurement. The measurement volume was located 0.2 m under the still water surface
to ensure that the targeted value is representative for the location of the FP. Therefore, it
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is mirrored along the global xT-axis of the tank. Figure 2 presents a detailed view of the
experimental investigation.

Table 1. Location of the wave gauges (WG) in relation to the local coordinate system with the origin at the centre of the
force plate (FP) as well as in the global tank coordinate system indicated with the index T. WG4 was located at centre of the
FP. All values are in [m].

WG1 WG2 WG3 WG4 WG5 WG6 WG7 WG8 WG9 Vectrino

xFP 0.909 0.727 0.273 0.000 −0.091 0.273 0.273 0.273 1.209 0
yFP 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.273 0.273 1.377 0.000 1.104
xT −0.733 −0.915 −1.369 −1.642 −1.733 −1.369 −1.369 −1.369 −0.433 −1.642
yT −0.552 −0.552 −0.552 −0.552 −0.552 −0.825 −0.279 0.825 −0.552 0.552

All datasets are synchronised based on a digital tank trigger, which is provided by the
wave makers. WG measurements were captured directly in the tank software. The ADV
started with the rising trigger as well as the National Instrument-based data capturing
system, which recorded and digitised the analogue signal of the FP.

Each deployed instrument used a separate measurement frequency. The ADV mea-
surement was limited to 100 Hz; for the WG, the standard frequency was 128 Hz and the
FP was captured with the doubled frequency of 256 Hz. Section 4 provides a description of
the provided dataset.

2.2. Investigated Cases

The presented investigations covers conditions with waves, currents and combinations
of waves and currents. All current flows were limited to 0◦ based on the tank coordinate
system. The capture time for waves was a constant 80 s. The wave makers were active for 64 s
(run time) and the wave repeat time was chosen to be 32 s. The repeat time is part of the wave
definition, and it ensures that, at the start and the end of this period, the waves are identical. A
full number of wave repeats have to be fit into the repeat time, which can result in a difference
between the requested and generated wave frequencies (Table 2). Current-only investigations
were conducted with a longer capture time of 300 s. Each wave or current condition is
named based on a prefix starting with ET (empty tank) and an additional letter, which
indicates the order of the tests. The conditions were conducted in the following order:

• Variation of the wave frequency fW,req between 0.2 and 0.7 Hz with no current in
the wave direction θ = 0◦ (ETA), followed by θ = 180◦ (ETB). The conditions for each
individual run are provided in Table 2;

• Variation of the wave direction θ between 0 and 180◦ (ETC) with no current and a
fixed requested fW,req of 0.4 Hz. Table 3 provides the investigated directions, which
are based on the tank definition (Figure 2);

• After those wave-only investigations, the current speed was investigated, as shown in
Table 4. This table shows that the current condition of 0.2 m/s (RPM) was conducted
twice (ETD0008 and ETD0009). In between those two measurements, the following
described wave and current combinations were measured;

• Variation of fW in combination with a current speed of 0.2 m/s and a wave direction
of 0◦, representing following waves (ETE) and 180◦ opposing wave conditions (ETF).
The specific conditions can also be found in Table 2;

• Variation of θ with a constant requested fW,req of 0.4 Hz and a current speed of 0.2 m/s
(ETG in Table 3).

All wave cases were limited to one single requested wave amplitude aW of 0.03 m.
The quality of the velocity measurements were found to be strongly dependent on the
amount of seeding in the water. For the initial waves (ETA and ETB), a local addition of
seeding was used, which was not sufficient to provide enough seeding for the initial wave
conditions. This was especially evident when the small current velocities were investigated.
Consequently, instead of increasing the flow speed incrementally, the procedure was altered
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and the maximum speed was run first. This is the reason for the change in the speeds
presented in Table 4. The focus of the investigation was on the comparison of the WG
to the FP, with adequate knowledge of the mean current velocities required to estimate
wave-induced velocities. Hence, the run was not repeated even if the quality control
criteria of the velocity measurements were not achieved. The quality control of the velocity
measurements is discussed in Section 3.2.

Table 2. Wave conditions with a variable requested wave frequency fW,req, actual wave frequency
fW caused by the adaptation to the repeat time and a constant requested wave amplitude aW equal
to 0.03 m. Capture length was 80 s. One pair of each experiment with two wave directions was
conducted without a current speed (RPM = 0) and one pair ws conducted with a current speed of
0.2 m/s (RPM = 25).

RPM 0 0 25 25
Wave Direction θ 0◦ 180◦ 0◦ 180◦

fW ,req [Hz] fW [Hz]

0.2 0.1875 ETA0001 ETB0001 ETE0001 ETF0001
0.25 0.25 ETA0002 ETB0002 ETE0002 ETF0002
0.3 0.3125 ETA0003 ETB0003 ETE0003 ETF0003
0.35 0.34375 ETA0004 ETB0004 ETE0004 ETF0004
0.4 0.40625 ETA0005 ETB0005 ETE0005 ETF0005
0.45 0.4375 ETA0006 ETB0006 ETE0006 ETF0006
0.5 0.5 ETA0007 ETB0007 ETE0007 ETF0007
0.55 0.5625 ETA0008 ETB0008 ETE0008 ETF0008
0.6 0.59375 ETA0009 ETB0009 ETE0009 ETF0009
0.65 0.65625 ETA0010 ETB0010 ETE0010 ETF0010
0.7 0.6875 ETA0011 ETB0011 ETE0011 ETF0011

Table 3. Wave conditions with a variable wave direction and a constant requested wave frequency
fW,req of 0.4 Hz and a constant requested wave amplitude aW equal 0.03 m. Capture length was 80 s.
One capture of each experiment was performed without a current speed (RPM = 0) and one was
performed with a current speed of 0.2 m/s (RPM = 25).

RPM 0 25
Wave Direction [◦]

0 ETC0001 ETG0001
−22.5 ETC0002 ETG0002
−45 ETC0003 ETG0003
−67.5 ETC0004 ETG0004
−90 ETC0005 ETG0005

−112.5 ETC0006 ETG0006
−135 ETC0007 ETG0007
−157.5 ETC0008 ETG0008
±180 ETC0009 ETG0009

Table 4. Current-only experiments with a variable flow speed fixed with the input RPM of the
tank—capture length of 300 s.

RPM Velocity
[m/s] Name RPM Velocity

[m/s] Name

0 0 ETD0001 31 0.25 ETD0007
8 0.05 ETD0002 25 0.2 ETD0008

54 0.45 ETD0003 25 0.2 ETD0009
48 0.4 ETD0004 19 0.15 ETD0010
42 0.35 ETD0005 13 0.1 ETD0011
36 0.3 ETD0006 0 0 ETD0012
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3. Preliminary Analysis

This section provides preliminary data analysis in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, the
quality of the velocity measurement is discussed and presented for example cases. For
some initial cases, the observed velocity measurements are not ideal, indicating that the
seeding material was insufficiently distributed. As the acoustic Doppler velocimeter
(ADV) measurements were not the primary aim of the investigation, the runs were not
repeated. The provided quality analysis provide a quick overview of how to use the
velocity measurements reliably.

3.1. Example Data Comparison

Figure 4 provides an example overview of the time series for the wave case ETB0004
(Table 2). This case represents a regular wave with a requested wave frequency of 0.35 Hz
without a current present. This case was chosen as it shows a clear response in the
force plate (FP) as well as the ADV measurement. Furthermore, the quality of the ADV
measurement was acceptable for this case. Figure 5 presents a case in which the velocity
measurements have poor correlation and should be carefully checked (Section 3.2). This
is discussed in Section 3.2. The wave gauge (WG) 4 was chosen as it is located directly
above the FP (Table 1, Figure 2). The wave introduces a change of the pressure acting on
the FP, resulting in a change of the force in the z-direction Fz, which was small relative to
the measurement range of the force plate (i.e., 1000 N for the vertical force component), but
clearly larger than the noise of the measurement. With increasing wave frequency, this ratio
between signal and noise decreases, as exemplified by the results shown in Figure 6. Forces
in the horizontal direction Fx and Fy are also available in the provided data set, as well as
the measured moments at the FP (Section 4). The third presented time series shows the
velocity components measured with the ADV with the x-component aligned into the main
wave direction. The vertical velocity component is reported as an average value of vz1 and
vz2. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the Vectrino uses four beams, resulting in a redundant
measurement, and due to a reduced amount of seeding, the quality of the measurement
can be significantly impaired. This can be seen in the Figures 5 and 6 showing the similar
time series to Figure 4 with a requested wave frequency of 0.2 and 0.5 Hz. Nevertheless,
for the extraction of mean velocities, there are sufficient data points with high correlations
for all tests. This is discussed further in Section 3.2.

The presented time series is the full capture time covering 80 s in total and starting
with the trigger of the wave makers. This time period includes the full run time of 64 s,
which is the time the wave makers were active, and an additional 16 s. In Figure 4, the start
and the end of the active wave generation are marked with a vertical red line.

The time intervals where reflected waves are present depend on the wave frequency
and current velocity relative to the wave propagation direction. To remove the influence of
these from subsequent analysis, a time window can be chosen at the beginning of the wave
train after the initial ramp up before the reflections reach the measurement location [16].
This approach will facilitate comparison to theoretical force estimates.
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Figure 4. Example result for wave frequency of 0.35 Hz—wave case ETB0004. Wave gauges (WG),
vertical forces measured at the force plate and velocity measurements are shown (vertical red lines
mark active wave makers).

Figure 5. Example result for wave frequency of 0.2 Hz—wave case ETB0001. Wave gauges (WG),
vertical forces measured at the force plate and velocity measurements are shown (vertical red lines
mark active wave makers).
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Figure 6. Example result for wave frequency of 0.2 Hz—wave case ETB0007. Wave gauges (WG),
vertical forces measured at the force plate and velocity measurements are shown (vertical red lines
mark active wave makers).

3.2. Velocity Measurement

The velocity measurements were included to provide a specific reference velocity
at a water depth of 0.2 m under the free surface. In contrast to the other two presented
measurements, namely the wave gauges and the force plate, the quality of the velocity
measurement is strongly dependent on the density of the suspended seeding material.
FloWave contains a total amount of 2.4 million litres water, which is regularly filtered.
Consequently, seeding material must be added on a regular basis. As the seeding particles
reduce the visibility for the underwater motion capture system, a balance of seeding
particles must be found to maintain both the velocity measurements and the motion
capture system [4]. For investigation without the motion capture system and therefore
without this limitation, the water in the tank can be mixed up first with a higher velocity
and rotating flow directions. This mobilises a majority of the seeding material in the full
water volume (Figure 1b). For this particular experimental set-up, it was important to
ensure that there was no current present for the first sets of wave-only tests. Therefore,
to avoid any residual currents, an alternate approach involving a frequent, local addition
of a small amount of seeding material was used. This method was not very successful
for the first seven runs (wave case ETA). Figure 7 shows the analysis of the quality of
the velocity measurements using the correlation as the main quality metric. This value is
reported for each of the four beams of the instrument, and for the presented boxplots, only
the minimum values of the four beams were used. All figures include a 90% line, which
is provided by the manufacturer (Nortek) as a guidance; nevertheless, smaller values can
also be used [36]. As each experiment was conducted at constant current velocity with no
investigation of turbulence, a mean of measurements above a threshold correlation value
should provide reliable measurements of the mean current velocity for a given experiment.
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Figure 7. Analysis of the minimum correlation for the investigated case ETA to ETG—detailed flow
and wave conditions reported in Tables 2–4.

As previously mentioned, the addition of local seeding material has limitations, and
the drops in the quality in the wave-only experiments, shown in Figure 7, were caused
by the fact that the seeding material moved beyond the measurement area. As these
measurements were not seen as critical, the runs were not repeated. The method of the
local supply did not work for the current conditions, and the current speed was increased
to allow a full mixture of the available seeding material in the tank. This was the reason for
the jump in the RPMs from 8 (ETD0002) to the maximum 54 (ETD0003), which is shown
in Table 4. For the subsequent measurements (ETE, ETF and ETG), very good correlation
values could be achieved. The full values for each individual beam are available in the
provided dataset, which is presented in Section 4.
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4. Dataset Description

The measured data is available for the full capture time and sorted in three folders, which
can be described as the instrument folder: FP includes all the measurement data for the force
plate, WG for the wave gauges and Vec for the Vectrino measurements. The files start with ET
for empty tank and have an additional letter indicating the type of conditions that are being
tested. The ID values and their corresponding conditions are provided in Table 2 for the four
different variations of the wave frequencies, the two variations of the wave direction in
Table 3 and the current-only cases in Table 4. The name of the individual file and its folder
structure is based on the following rules:

Instrument folder/ET [A to G][condition ID] .txt

Table 5 provides an overview of the columns for the files containing the WG data, as
well as the used units. Similarly, the FP data is summarised in Table 6 and the velocity
measurement with the Vectrino is summarized in Table 7. Each individual instrument used
a different measurement frequency, which is described in Section 2.1 and included in the
caption of the three previously mentioned tables.

Table 5. Content of the files including the wave gauge (WG) data—measurement frequency 128 Hz.

Name WG1 WG2 WG3 WG4 WG5 WG6 WG7 WG8 WG9

Unit [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]
Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Table 6. Content of the files including the force plate (FP) data—measurement frequency 256 Hz.

Name Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

Unit [N] [N] [N] [Nm] [Nm] [Nm]
Column 1 2 3 4 5 6

Table 7. Content of the files including the velocity measurements—measurement frequency 100 Hz.

Name VelX VelY VelZ1 VelZ2 CorBeam1-4 AmpBeam1-4

Unit [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [%] [dB]
Column 1 2 3 4 5–8 9–12

The provided dataset enables the use of data from each individual instrument, namely
the force plate, the wave gauges as well as the velocity measurement close to the water
surface, but primarily the combined synchronised time series. This allows experimental
validation of the bottom pressure induced by the presence of waves and currents. The
dataset is available via the Edinburgh DataShare [30] .
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DoF degree of freedom
ET empty tank
F force
FP force plate
M moment
RPM revolutions per minute
TST tidal stream turbine
Vel velocity
WG wave gauge
x,y,z three main coordinate directions
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